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It seems as if events are happening for no reason today, befud-
dling your thinking and throwing off your entire game. Nevertheless, you’re
not one to give up without a fight, especially since you are expected to
accomplish measurable results. On the other hand, if you can spend the day
in spiritual practice or watching waves at the beach, then all may be going
just as planned. Ultimately, the less you try to do now, the more likely you will
find peace. Although it’s not cosmically feasible to exercise complete control
over your environment, there is much to be learned from simply letting go.   

Aries (March 21-April 19)

STAR TRACK

Your stress level rises when someone won’t play according to your rules. In
fact, others might even go so far as to tell you that your approach is not viable.
In general, scheming to gain advantage won’t likely work out in your favor
since there are too many hidden forces influencing the outcome of your plan.
Assume a low profile now for the best results. You can jump back into the dri-
ver’s seat tomorrow if you don’t exhaust yourself shadowboxing today.  

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

You might have to rethink your immediate career objectives due
to constraints on your time. It’s not that your work is taking longer than you
planned; it’s just that you may have bitten off more than you can chew.
Nevertheless, it’s best to stay on your current course for a while longer; alter-
ing your trajectory now will only create more problems than it solves. Don’t
make any impulsive decisions today as you will likely change your mind a few
more times before you land on the best solution. Patience is your friend.  

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

Generally speaking, you water-loving Crabs aren’t all that com-
fortable when the Moon takes up residence in dry Capricorn. However, the
low emotional tide might actually bring relief to an otherwise challenging day
by offering you some much-needed common sense. You may be over-
whelmed by a lack of clarity in a current relationship because it’s impossible to
read the energy of your friend or lover today. Nevertheless, it’s not wise to
succumb to the temptation to grasp at straws for the sake of stability now.
Find your security from within before asking anything of others.          

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Wrapping your logical mind around the complexity of the forces at
work is impossible today. Although cerebral Mercury inspires you to process the
unfathomable information being presented by transformational Pluto, compre-
hension still remains just beyond your grasp now. Nevertheless, your current
mission is to deepen your psychological understanding of your relationships.
Don’t be dismayed by this daunting task; determination is your greatest ally at
this time. Delving into the mysteries of love is a curiously captivating endeavor.  

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Finding balance in your life could be a study in frustration today because some-
thing is drawing you to step out of the mundane world and into your subcon-
scious mind. Although you may be required to follow through on your real obli-
gations anyhow, you realize the vital importance of your inner world. However,
you’re better off finishing your tasks first before pursuing your spiritual quest.
Honoring your priorities is essential now, no matter how compelling your soul’s
journey seems in the moment. 

Libra (September 23-October 22)

Although you harbor great hopes of moving an ongoing discussion
into a more meaningful direction, the conversation might not go according to
your wishes. The provocative Moon’s cosmic hookup with your key planet Pluto
just won’t leave you alone today, creating difficulties as you attempt to commu-
nicate your intense feelings to your friends and coworkers. Thankfully, a healthy
debate can work to your advantage if you’re willing to adapt to the changing
dynamics. Let go of your attachment to any preconceived outcome and simply
seek satisfaction by staying present in each moment.  

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

Your stubbornness may prove problematic today, especially if you
are adamant about sticking to your own way of doing things. It feels as if your
work is being called into question by someone who attempts to exert power
over you. Although you naturally think in broad strokes, a disagreement could
result from a simple misunderstanding now. Preventing a major conflict might
be as easy as focusing on the details. Whether you are talking or listening, leave
no stone unturned.      

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

Your plans may be disrupted today by circumstances beyond your control. Your
first inclination is to resist any changes, but you could wear yourself out fighting
the inevitable. Don’t put too much effort toward getting your day back on track.
Instead, give yourself some leeway and let the unfolding events continue to
determine what you should do next. Your flexible attitude holds the key to your
current happiness.       

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

A personal issue demands that you redirect your focus away from career matters
today. However, it’s frustrating that your intention to make things right isn’t
enough. In fact, you might not be able to find any quick and easy fixes to your
current dilemma. Nevertheless, your heartfelt sincerity eases the stress at home
and on the job. Do whatever you can along the way without forcing your pre-
ferred solution on anyone else. Ultimately, the river will find its way to the sea
without major interference on your part.              

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

CROSSWORD 1081

ACROSS
1. An arithmetic operation performed on float-
ing-point numbers.
5. Large family of important mostly marine food
fishes.
12. Animal reproductive body consisting of an
ovum or embryo together with nutritive and
protective envelopes.
15. A cord that is drawn through eyelets or
around hooks in order to draw together two
edges (as of a shoe or garment).
16. A member of the Siouan people formerly
inhabiting the Black Hills of western South
Dakota.
17. Liquid excretory product.
18. A member of the Algonquian people of
southern Ontario.
19. A law officer having duties similar to those
of a sheriff in carrying out the judgments of a
court of law.
21. Title for the former hereditary monarch of
Iran.
24. One of a set of small pieces of stiff paper
marked in various ways and used for playing
games or for telling fortunes.
25. (law) A courtroom conference between the
lawyers and the judge in a trial that is held out
of the jury's hearing.
28. (Old Testament) The first of the major
Hebrew prophets (8th century BC).
30. A quantity of no importance.
31. An independent ruler or chieftain (especially
in Africa or Arabia).
34. (Sumerian) Sun god.
37. Sluggish tailless Australian arboreal marsu-
pial with gray furry ears and coat.
40. A Spanish river.
42. Similar to the striped mullet and takes its
place in the Caribbean region.
46. A former agency (from 1946 to 1974) that
was responsible for research into atomic energy
and its peacetime uses in the United States.
47. The compass point that is one point east of
northeast.
48. An awkward and inexperienced youth.
51. A condensed but memorable saying
embodying some important fact of experience
that is taken as true by many people.
53. Large sweet juicy hybrid between tangerine
and grapefruit having a thick wrinkled skin.
56. A river in north central Switzerland that runs
northeast into the Rhine.
57. Cubes of meat marinated and cooked on a
skewer usually with vegetables.
59. American professional baseball player who
hit more home runs than Babe Ruth (born in
1934).
60. Informal terms for a mother.
62. The elementary stages of any subject (usual-
ly plural).
64. A Chadic language spoken south of Lake
Chad.
68. The act of scanning.
71. According to the Old Testament he was a
pagan king of Israel and husband of Jezebel
(9th century BC).
72. One or some or every or all without specifi-
cation.
76. Fiddler crabs.
77. Relating to or characteristic of or occurring
on the sea or ships.
78. (anatomy) Of or relating to or associated
with the parietal bones in the cranium.
79. Decay usually accompanied by an offensive
odor.
80. Hormone secreted by the posterior pituitary
gland (trade name Pitressin) and also by nerve
endings in the hypothalamus.
81. Not wooded.
82. Used of a single unit or thing.

DOWN
1. A soft loosely twisted thread used in embroi-
dery.

2. Club consisting of a heavy stick (often bam-
boo) bound with iron.
3. The cardinal number that is the sum of seven
and one.
4. Female peafowl.
5. A state of southwestern India.
6. A soft white precious univalent metallic ele-
ment having the highest electrical and thermal
conductivity of any metal.
7. An informal term for a father.
8. Being nine more than forty.
9. A young unmarried woman.
10. A state in the southeastern United States on
the Gulf of Mexico.
11. The sense organ for hearing and equilibri-
um.
12. An ancient Hebrew unit of dry measure
equal to about a bushel.
13. A toothed wheel that engages another
toothed mechanism in order to change the
speed or direction of transmitted motion.
14. Cut off the testicles.
20. Sudden mass fear and anxiety over antici-
pated events.
22. An industrial city in southern Poland on the
Vistula.
23. A heavy brittle diamagnetic trivalent metal-
lic element (resembles arsenic and antimony
chemically).
26. A soft silvery metallic element of the alkali
earth group.
27. A public promotion of some product or
service.
29. Being one more than one.
32. Depressing in character or appearance.
33. Italian lawn bowling (played on a long nar-
row dirt court).
35. Bound or secured closely.
36. A member of a Turkic people of Uzbekistan
and neighboring areas.
38. Fast-growing herbaceous evergreen tree of
South America having a broad trunk with high
water content and dark green oval leaves.
39. The blood group whose red cells carry both
the A and B antigens.
41. A small cake leavened with yeast.
43. Of or relating to or characteristic of the pre-
historic Aegean civilization.
44. Being nine more than ninety.
45. A white metallic element that burns with a
brilliant light.
49. (Greek mythology) The blind prophet of
Thebes who revealed to Oedipus that Oedipus
had murdered his father and married his moth-
er.
50. A Dravidian language spoken in south cen-
tral India.
52. A gradual decline (in size or strength or
power or number).
54. (Bible) The archangel who was the messen-
ger of God.
55. Kit consisting of a complete outfit (clothing
and accessories) for a new baby.
58. A radioactive element of the actinide series.
61. (of complexion) Blemished by imperfections
of the skin.
63. The lofty nest of a bird of prey (such as a
hawk or eagle).
65. (Zoroastrianism) Title for benevolent deities.
66. Back and sides of a hog salted and dried or
smoked.
67. Make less active or intense.
69. An Indian nursemaid who looks after chil-
dren.
70. The work of caring for or attending to some-
one or something.
73. (usually followed by `to') Naturally disposed
toward.
74. A unit of electrical power in an AC circuit
equal to the power dissipated when 1 volt pro-
duces a current of 1 ampere.
75. Thickening of tissue in the motor tracts of
the lateral columns and anterior horns of the
spinal cord.
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You could be sending mixed messages now without even realiz-
ing it. Your need to be efficient at work today is being challenged by the pow-
er of your overactive imagination. Although you’re unwilling to compromise
your dreams, the ambitions of others can further stimulate your own personal
fantasies. Luckily, there’s no need to resolve this dilemma now; just stay aware
of the potential effect your choices have on everyone else. In the long run,
your dedication to your goals will create a greater impact than anything else.

Others appear to be withholding their feelings from you today, but
it’s possible that you’re the one who is being overly guarded. You may be unusu-
ally pessimistic now because you’re driven to understand the dynamics at play,
even if the real issues are buried deep beneath the surface. The more deter-
mined you are to uncover the truth, the more you have to dig. However, don’t
go back to try to solve an old mystery; just move on and pay closer attention in
the future. The hidden secrets will come out in the open when you stop relent-
lessly searching for them.        

Yesterday’s Solution


